We investigate the oxidation of aluminum low-index surfaces ͓͑100͒, ͑110͒, and ͑111͔͒ at low temperatures ͑300-600 K͒ and three different gas pressure values. We use molecular dynamics ͑MD͒ simulations with dynamic charge transfer between atoms where the interaction between atoms is described by the Es+ potential composed of the embedded atom method ͑EAM͒ potential and an electrostatic contribution. In the considered temperature range and under different gas pressure conditions, the growth kinetics follow a direct logarithmic law where the oxide thickness is limited to a value of ϳ3 nm. The fitted curves allow us to determine the temperature and the pressure dependencies of the parameters involved in the growth law. During the adsorption stage, we observe a rotation of the oxygen pair as a precursor process to its dissociation. In most cases, the rotation aligns the molecule vertically to the Al surface. The separation distance after dissociation ranges from 3 to 9 Å. Atomistic observations revealed that the oxide presents a dominant tetrahedral ͑AlO 4 ͒ environment in the inner layer and mixed tetrahedral and octahedral ͑AlO 6 ͒ environments in the outer oxide region when the oxide thickness reaches values beyond ϳ2 nm.
I. INTRODUCTION
Oxidation of metal and metal alloy surfaces are of considerable intrinsic interest 1, 2 and are also important for numerous applications ranging from microelectronics, and heterogeneous catalysis to protection against wear and corrosion. 3 Oxide passive films formed on aluminum and aluminum alloys in air protect the surface against further oxidation and corrosion. [4] [5] [6] This passivating effect is responsible for their successful use as engineering materials. They are also used in various types of microelectronic devices. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] For example, aluminum oxide is a promising candidate for alternative gate dielectrics in the nanoscale CMOS technology, because its dielectric constant is twice higher than SiO 2 , while the band gaps are comparable. 12 The discovery of the formation of ultra-thin ordered Al 2 O 3 layers on single-crystal surfaces, which may also serve as model catalyst support surfaces, 13 has led to an interest in the oxidation process of transition metal aluminides. For all these applications, there is a need to gather information on the composition, the microstructure and the limiting thickness of the oxide films. 7, 9 A large amount of experimental and theoretical works have been focused on understanding the processes involved in the oxidation of aluminum. Several authors have studied the mechanism and the kinetics of the growth of aluminum oxides. [14] [15] [16] Other works investigated the reaction of O 2 molecules with aluminum surfaces 17, 18 and the initial transient low mobility of oxygen atoms. 19 Although many experimental studies characterized the formation mechanism and the microstructure of these oxide films, [20] [21] [22] [23] many questions concerning the atomistic details are still open.
Previous theoretical approaches were mostly based on ab initio approaches and density-functional theory ͑DFT͒. These works focused on the first stages of the O 2 molecule reaction with the Al surfaces, [24] [25] [26] [27] the dissociation process, 28, 29 and the stability of adsorption sites. 30 However, the dynamic behavior of the growth process cannot be studied by such approaches which do not include thermal vibrations and are confined to very small system sizes. As a consequence, these results are restricted, for instance, to the stability of the adsorption sites ͑fcc and hcp hollows͒ at the initial stage of oxidation. The temperature effect may alter the stability of these sites and/or destroy them completely. Molecular dynamics ͑MD͒ simulations of aluminum oxidation have proven to be a valuable complementary tool for the investigation of both the oxide structure and the atomiclevel details of the growth mechanism. [31] [32] [33] Ogata and Campbell 31 and Campbell et al. 32 have done the first variable charge MD simulations of oxidation of Al spherical nanoclusters where the thickness of the amorphous oxide film has been found to saturate at 3 to 4 nm. Gutierrez and Johansson 34 have investigated the structural properties of amorphous alumina ͑Al 2 O 3 ͒ using MD simulations with fixed atomic charges. They found that the coordination number of the elementary unit of the oxide increases as its density increases. In a previous paper, 33 we have investigated the oxidation of aluminum single crystal slabs using variable charge MD simulations at room temperature under a gas pressure of 9.8ϫ10 +5 Pa. Neither the temperature nor the pressure effects were investigated. We found that the growth kinetic is independent of the crystallographic orientations. We observed also the presence of an important density of mobile voids in the obtained amorphous structure of the oxide.
In the case where voids exist in the amorphous oxide layer, the growth kinetics is usually described by a directlogarithmic law ͓Eq. ͑6͒ below͔. To our knowledge, neither experimental nor theoretical studies have treated the effect of the oxidation temperature and the gas pressure on this law. Although this law includes the effect of the temperature through one parameter, it does not explain clearly how the temperature will affect the whole law. That is why in the present work, we investigate the effect of the temperature and the oxygen pressure on the oxidation kinetics. We also used larger samples compared to the ones used in Ref. 33 to emphasize the size effect on the results. Moreover, we shed light on some aspects of how the different terms in the direct-logarithmic law vary versus the oxidation temperature and the gas pressure. Then, we present atomic scale observations at room temperature corresponding to the different oxidation stages. These stages cover the oxygen molecule dissociation, the formation of the limiting thickness and include intermediate oxygen coverage stages. In the last section, we discuss our results and compare them to existing experimental and theoretical works when it is possible.
II. COMPUTATIONAL METHOD
The MD technique used here is based on an interaction potential developed by Streitz and Mintmire 35 who proposed that the total energy of the crystal is divided into an electrostatic contribution ͑ES͒ and a nonelectrostatic energy ͑EAM potential originally proposed by Finnis-Sinclair 36 ͒. A cutoff radius ͑r c ͒ of ϳ6 Å is used for both the EAM interaction potential and the real-space contribution of the electrostatic potential. To compute the Coulomb interaction we use the classical three-dimensional Ewald summation technique, 37 which is adapted to our two-dimensional slab geometry by adding two vacuum slabs on each side of the fcc aluminum substrate. 38, 39 The samples are thermalized by increasing the temperature in steps of 20 K from 0 to 300 K with successive runs of 1000 isokinetic MD steps by ignoring the dynamic charge transfer between atoms and by using a Berendsen thermostat. 40 During this equilibration runs the surfaces are allowed to freely relax. Then, we perform a 1 ps NVT run with charge transfer to obtain the final 300 K relaxed system. After this equilibration stage, we introduce O 2 molecules in the vacuum at x = 1.5r c from the aluminum surface and with random y and z positions. The O 2 molecules are introduced with velocities randomly chosen from a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution corresponding to the required temperature. Nevertheless, their initial component along the x direction ͑the oxidation direction͒ is biased to have a molecule motion towards the substrate surface. Moreover, reflecting boundary conditions in the x direction are imposed to those molecules that may reach the simulation box limit. Simulations with constant gas pressure are performed by introducing new O 2 molecules each time the gas pressure is below the required one. A multiple time steps method, with ␦t = 1 fs for the short-range forces and ⌬t = 5 fs, for the long-range forces is used to integrate the equations of motion. In the following, one MD step will refer to the short-range forces time step, i.e., to ␦t. Given that the charge relaxation procedure, using the conjugate gradient method, is very time consuming, we decided to update the atomic charges every 100th MD step ͑every 0.1 ps͒. This is done by minimizing the electrostatic energy subjected to the constraint of the electroneutrality principle. The influence of a more frequent update ͑every 0.01 ps͒ was investigated using a simple example that consists of the reaction of a single O 2 molecule with the Al surface of sample A. The results did not show any significant difference with those obtained with an update every 0.1 ps. All simulations are stopped when AlO 4 fragments eject from the sample surface to the gas phase due to a local melting of the surface. 32 For more details on the simulation technique see Ref. 33 .
III. OXIDE GROWTH KINETICS
Size effect. In this section we would like to elucidate the size effect, if any, on the oxidation of three Al single crystals ͓͑100͒, ͑110͒, and ͑111͔͒ at 300 K. The simulated samples contain 1000 ͑sample A͒ or 4000 ͑sample B͒ atoms and we used a gas pressure value of p 0 = 9.8ϫ 10 +5 Pa. The oxidized surface area of sample A has a dimension of ͑20ϫ20͒ Å 2 and that of sample B is of ͑40ϫ40͒ Å 2 , with an aluminum slab thickness of 40 Å for both samples. Figure 1 presents the kinetic curves of the three orientations of samples A and B as FIG. 1. Oxidation kinetic curves for the ͑100͒, ͑110͒, and ͑111͒ surface orientations using samples A and B at 300 K and 9.8ϫ10 +5 Pa. These curves represent the total uptake ͑as a number͒ of oxygen atoms versus exposure time; the curves for sample B were divided by four to allow comparison. The inset shows the total pair distribution function of the oxide film for the three faces in the case of sample B.
the number of oxygen atoms deposited on the surface versus oxidation time ͑exposure time͒. The number of oxygen atoms uptake in the case of sample B have been divided by a factor of 4 to take account for the larger size of the oxidized area. This figure shows first that there is no noticeable effect of the crystallographic orientation on the oxidation of both samples A and B. Moreover, we did not observe any size effect on the oxide growth kinetics and its structure for the three surface orientations. We have also analyzed the oxide film structure, in the case of sample B, in terms of pair distribution functions ͑PDF's͒. In the inset of Fig. 1 , we observe that these PDF's present similar curves and have a dominant peak at ϳ1.8 Å for the three orientations. These results for sample B will not be developed here since they do not exhibit significant difference to those obtained using sample A for which a more detailed study has been presented in Ref. 33 . Figure 2 presents the oxide film thickness versus oxidation time for the ͑111͒ orientation of samples A and B. The oxide film thickness was computed with the technique explained in Ref. 33 . In Fig. 2 we see that the thickness tends to a limiting value of ϳ3 nm. A similar result is also obtained for the two other orientations, which showed the same kinetic curves as exhibited by Fig. 1 . The inset in Fig. 2 shows how the oxide thickness X͑t͒ varies versus the number of oxygen atoms uptake N͑t͒. After a transition regime ͑ϳ300 oxygen atoms͒, we obtain a linearity of the form X͑t͒ = 0.005 N͑t͒ ͓see Eq. ͑5b͔͒, which corresponds to a partial density of oxygen atoms in the oxide of 0.05 Å −3 . This value is independent of the considered pressure/temperature and agrees well with the directly computed density reported in Ref. 33 .
In Fig. 3 we show a section of atoms of sample B, viewed in the oxidation direction, where small light gray dots represent Al atoms and black dots represent O atoms. In this figure we observe a region without deposited oxygen atoms on the top of the ͑110͒ surface ͓Fig. 3͑a͔͒. This hole, of one monolayer depth, subsists until an oxidation time of 75 ps, whereas for the two other faces some holes also appeared and are filled with oxide earlier ͓see Fig. 3͑b͔͒ . We believe that this particular feature observed on the ͑110͒ surface of sample B is due to statistical fluctuations since it was not observed in the case of the ͑110͒ surface of sample A. Moreover, we think that the random choice of the O 2 molecule initial positions in the gas might be responsible for this behavior.
We have also simulated an aluminum bicrystal with a 30°͗ 111͘ tilt grain boundary. The two crystals were oriented along a ͑111͒ face. The simulation did not show any difference in the kinetic curves between the bicrystal and the single ͑111͒ crystal. Moreover, no oxygen migration was observed along this ͕111͖-grain boundary even when we increased the system temperature to 600 K. Note however that this result, under the present conditions, needs to be confirmed by more detailed studies.
Effect of the exposure temperature. Due to the absence of size and crystallographic orientation effects on the oxidation kinetics, we will use, in this section, only the ͑111͒ surface orientation of sample A. We have performed several simulations by varying the temperature from 300 to 600 K for two values of the oxygen pressure p 0 ͑=9.8ϫ10 +5 Pa͒ and 3p 0 . The resulting curves are plotted in Figs. 4͑a͒ and 4͑b͒ for p 0 and 3p 0 , respectively. We see, that the growth kinetics are faster when increasing the oxidation temperature, for the two gas pressure values, as expected. This effect has been observed experimentally by Starodub et al. 16 ͑at ϳ4ϫ10 −2 Pa͒ and Jeurgens et al. 20 ,21 ͑at 1.33ϫ10 −4 Pa͒ for temperatures below 673 K. Notice that the latter authors observed an inversion of this behavior above 673 K for long exposure times that are not accessible to the MD technique, which they attributed to a reduction of the sticking coefficient of oxygen on the metal surface with increasing temperature.
For the studied temperature-gas-pressure regime, the oxidation kinetic curves show an initial stage of fast oxide-film growth, followed by a low growth rate stage. The increase in the gas pressure from p 0 to 3p 0 shifts the curves to shorter times leading to faster kinetics. This is explained by the supply of oxygen atoms at the Al/ O interface. The curves in Fig. 4͑b͒ show that the growth becomes very slow beyond an exposure time t 0 . This time t 0 decreases when the temperature increases. This figure shows also a limiting value of the number of oxygen atoms ͑uptake͒, which is similar for the temperature range between 300 and 600 K. If we extrapolate these curves to longer times, we would obtain a number of oxygen atoms that should correspond to a limiting thickness of ϳ3 nm. This is in agreement with the general tendency of aluminum oxidation kinetics at low temperatures ͑Ͻ600 K͒, 14, 16, 32 where a limiting regime is observed around an oxide thickness of 1 -4 nm.
For the temperature/pressure regime studied here, the oxidation kinetic curves follow a direct-logarithmic growth beyond a transient regime. Figure 5 shows, for the ͑111͒ orientation of sample A, an example of the fits of the kinetic curves at 300 K where the number of oxygen uptake is fitted to a direct logarithmic function of exposure time ͓␣ ln͑t͒ + ␤͔. In this figure, the fit is performed over exposure times greater than 90 ps. This direct logarithmic growth mode is usually related to a mechanism where the oxide develops by ionic movement via extended defects, namely voids in the present case.
According to the theory of oxidation kinetics in ultra-thin films, the general expression for a potential to be overcome for a field-assisted migration of an ion between two adjacent sites is given by
where W 0 is the intrinsic barrier for ionic jumps between two positions in the oxide, q the ionic charge, 2a the jump length, is a term that depends of the oxide structure, and X is the oxide thickness. The right hand second term describes the lowering of the energy barrier by an electric field E across the oxide, and the third term expresses the oxide structural change as the film thickness develops. A possible microscopic mechanism for ion movement is via extended defects in the oxide layer, such as structural channels ͑voids in our case͒. When the film grows, these easy pathways become blocked by the formation of oxide within them. The activation energy is then larger for thicker films and its change is proportional to the oxide thickness. The growth rate equation, in this case, is given by
where k B is the Boltzman constant and c is a constant. The solution of this equation is a direct logarithmic function
where ͑T͒ is defined by
reduces, for large times ͓͑T͒t Ͼ 1͔, to
which corresponds to the linear dependence of the oxide thickness X͑t͒ on ln͑t͒. In this work, due to the errors that may occur when computing the oxide thickness we prefer to plot and fit the oxygen uptake N͑t͒ as a number of atoms added to the Al substrate. This number N͑t͒ is proportional to the thickness X͑t͒ in an homogeneous oxide, and their ratio is a function of the exposed surface area of the oxidized sample ͑A͒ and the density of oxygen atoms in the oxide ͑͒:
This relationship is justified in our simulation results since the obtained amorphous oxide film is homogeneous and does not show any roughness features before reaching the limiting regime. Equation ͑5͒ can then be rewritten as
where the parameters ␣ and ␤ are defined by
where kЈ = k B A. The density being constant beyond a certain time ͑typically 100 ps at 300 K͒ and does not vary with the temperature within statistical fluctuations. In the previous subsection the product A has been found to be equal to 200 nm −1 , which corresponds to the inverse of the slope of the inset in Fig. 2 .
We obtain ␣ and ␤ from fitting the kinetic curves in Fig.  4 on Eq. ͑6͒. From these two parameters we deduce the values of the structure term ͑in kЈ unit͒ and the term ͑T͒ ϫ͑k B T / ͒ using Eqs. ͑4͒ and ͑7͒. The results are plotted in Fig. 6͑a͒ for the variation of the structure term versus the temperature T and in Fig. 6͑b͒ for the variation of the term FIG. 4 . Oxidation kinetic curves of the ͑111͒ surface of sample A for a temperature ranging from 300 to 600 K. These curves represent the total uptake ͑as a number͒ of oxygen atoms versus exposure time. The oxidation is performed at a gas pressure of ͑a͒ p 0 ͑9.8ϫ10 +5 Pa͒ and ͑b͒ 3p 0 .
͑T͒͑kЈT / ͒ as a function of 1 / T. We see from this figure that the structure term ͑in kЈ units͒ is a linear function of temperature and can be described by the following relationships for the two gas pressure values p 0 and 3p 0 , respectively, The term ͑T͒͑k B T / ͒, shown in Fig. 6͑b͒ , presents the Arrhenius dependence on the temperature, as expected from Eq. ͑4͒. The fits of these curves allow writing relationships ͑10͒ and ͑11͒ for the two gas-pressure values p 0 and 3p 0 , respectively,
These Arrhenius plots lead to an estimation of the term W = W 0 −1/2qaE to ͑0.013± 0.01͒ eV and ͑0.015± 0.02͒ eV for p 0 and 3p 0 , respectively. In an amorphous oxide structure, it is difficult to estimate the jump distance a because we don't have access to the value of the electric field E. At this point, we are not able to calculate accurately the intrinsic energy barrier. However, it can be estimated using published values of the electric field ͑ϳ7 ϫ 10 +6 V cm −1 ͒. 14, 16 Considering the electronic charge of oxygen q ϳ 1.8e and the oxygen jump distance as the O-O PDF first peak ͑ϳ3 Å͒, we computed the term 1 / 2qaE to be 0.38 eV. The intrinsic energy barrier W 0 is then evaluated to be 0.39 eV, which is lower than the published values. Starodub et al. 16 found 1.67 eV with the inverse log law using thinner oxide films ͑e.g., 1.5 nm for 573 K; whereas in this work we obtained at least 2.3 nm͒. They assumed an oxygen charge q =2e and a jump distance a = 2.48 Å and suggested that the growth mechanism occurs by oxygen migration via point defects ͑vacancies͒. Jeurgens et al., 14 using the Cabrera Mott theory, found the energy barrier 2.5-2.6 eV considering cation migration as the rate limiting process that is located at the metal/oxide interface. The difference on the value of the energy barrier we obtained, with respect to the previous authors, can be attributed to the fact that in our simulations ͑1͒ the oxygen pressure is many order of magnitudes higher than the experimental value, ͑2͒ the growth mechanism takes place by both Al and O migration, ͑3͒ the energy barrier is located in the oxide, and ͑4͒ its lower value also results from the presence of voids in the oxide, which accelerates the growth kinetics.
Effect of the oxygen pressure. Figure 7͑a͒ illustrates the oxygen pressure effect on the oxidation kinetics at 300 K. Kinetics are faster for larger oxygen pressure, as expected. Zheludkevich et al. 42 have seen the same effect for silver oxidation at 523 K by varying the value of the flux of atomic oxygen. The curves in Fig. 7͑a͒ fit the direct-logarithmic law of Eq. ͑6͒ well. The fitted parameters allowed us to determine the structure factor and the term ͑T͒͑k B T / ͒, which we plotted in Fig. 7͑b͒ as a function of oxygen pressure. The term ͑T͒͑k B T / ͒ is scaled by a factor of 100 to allow its visualization within the graph scale. From this figure we are able to confirm that the two terms are sensitive to gas pressure and in consequence the function ͑T͒ should depend also on the oxygen pressure and not only on the exposure temperature. However, it is not clear how the terms used in Eq. ͑6͒ will vary with the gas pressure in another interval mainly if the gas pressure is many orders of magnitude lower than p 0 , which is not accessible to the MD simulations.
IV. ATOMISTIC OBSERVATION AND GROWTH MECHANISM
At the very early times ͑adsorption stage͒, we observed that when the oxygen molecule arrives on the aluminum surface, two aluminum atoms jump out of the surface. Looking at the top view we saw that the oxygen atoms arrive on both FIG. 5 . Typical illustration of the fits of the kinetic curves on a direct-logarithmic law using an ͑111͒ orientation of sample A oxidized at 300 K and 9.8ϫ10 +5 Pa. The fit has been performed on exposure times greater than 90 ps. fcc and hcp hollow sites. The structure then relaxes such that oxygen atoms locate in tetrahedral sites ͑surrounded by four Al atoms͒. The formation of this structure unit requires aluminum atomic jumps both out of the surface ͑atoms numbered 1 to 4 in Fig. 8͒ and from the aluminum sublayer to interstitial-like sites ͑atoms numbered 5 and 6 in Fig. 8͒ . The charges of oxygen atoms, in this configuration, are −1.43e and −1.49e ͑with e is the magnitude of electronic charge͒. Those of surrounding Al atoms are +0.86e for the Al atoms that are a common neighbor to both oxygen atoms and vary between +0.45 and +0.56 for the other Al atoms. DFT calculations 25 have shown that the charge on the adsorbed oxygen molecule is always well below two electrons.
We have investigated the dissociation of 12 oxygen molecules on a ͑111͒ Al sample with ͑100ϫ100͒ Å 2 exposed surface area and a thickness of 22 Å. The large exposed surface area has been chosen to prevent interaction between oxygen molecules, at least in the early stage of oxidation. We calculated the angle that each molecule makes with the normal to the oxidized surface. We also computed the evolution of the position of the center-of-mass of the molecule and the separation distance of the two oxygen atoms coming from the same molecule. When oxygen arrives on a clean Al surface, the general trend is that the pair rotates to have a vertical direction when its center of mass is about 2 -3 Å above the Al surface ͓Fig. 9͑a͔͒. When the molecule approaches closely the surface, it rotates again to make an angle with the vertical that is between 10°and 60°. This is accompanied by a slight extension of the bond length. The separation distance between atoms of each molecule showed that the dissociation starts effectively when the center of mass of the molecule is located at a position that ranges between 0.8 and 1.5 Å above the surface ͓Fig. 9͑b͔͒. The rotation of the O 2 molecule is a precursor to the dissociation. The separation distance immediately after the complete dissociation process ranges from 3 Å to 5 Å, and due to atomic rearrangements and oxygen molecules interactions it may reach 9 Å, in some cases. This is in agreement with experimental results 19 and DFT calculations, 25 where the final distance after separation ranges between one and three times the Al interatomic spac- ings. Note however, that we observed molecular dissociation only when both atoms are bound to the surface, and we did not observe abstractive adsorption process where one oxygen atom remains on the surface and the second emerges to the gas phase. This is due to the strong electrostatic attraction energy between O atoms and Al atoms from the substrate in the used interaction potential. After their dissociation, oxygen atoms have positions between 1 Å above and 2 Å below the surface plane. This indicates that independent oxygen molecules remain at the surface and that the deep penetration of oxygen is correlated to the presence of oxygen clusters.
Nevertheless, we have detected one case where the oxygen pair approached the Al surface in a horizontal orientation. In this case, the dissociation started at ϳ2 Å above the surface with a slight extension of the bond length. The complete dissociation occurred when the center-of-mass of the pair locates at 1 Å above the surface and with a separation distance of 5 Å. The atoms of this particular dissociated molecule are located at ϳ1 Å above the surface. They did not penetrate beyond the surface geometrical plane during the dissociation process.
For coverages of less than 1 monolayer ͑1 ML͒, oxygen clusters ͑2D oxides͒ form by adsorption of supplementary oxygen atoms. Indeed, the new arriving oxygen atoms try to form locally a 2D-triangular network ͓Fig. 10͑a͔͒ with the pre-existing oxygen atoms. During this initial oxide formation we observed that oxygen atoms do not move considerably but only by minute displacements whereas aluminum atoms perform more important displacements to rearrange the structure around the oxygen atoms ͓black lines in Fig.  10͑b͔͒ . For the three aluminum faces, we observed that Al atoms rearrange to form a triangular network on the top layer. Figure 10͑b͒ shows an example in the case of the ͑110͒ surface of this local configuration of Al atoms where oxygen atoms occupy the centers of the triangles. Black lines stand for Al atomic displacements between the time this snapshot is taken and the initial structure. Note that snapshots in Fig.  10 show a 2D representation taken at the Al surface, but in FIG. 7 . ͑a͒ Oxide kinetic growth curves for the ͑111͒ surface of sample B at 300 K with different oxygen pressures ͑with p 0 = 1.98 ϫ10 +5 Pa͒. These curves represent the total uptake ͑as a number͒ of oxygen atoms versus exposure time. ͑b͒ Parameters obtained from the fits of the curves of ͑a͒ on the direct-logarithmic growth law ͓Eq. ͑6͔͒. Curve 1 corresponds to ͑T͒ ͑k B T / ͒ scaled by a factor of 100 and curve 2 corresponds to ͑in kЈ units͒. The lines are drawn to guide the eye. reality some slight distortion in the perpendicular direction may exist.
The ͑100͒ and ͑110͒ surfaces have shown an atomic rearrangement on the surface where the original structure transforms to a triangular network, whereas the ͑111͒ undergoes a slighter deformation to accommodate the oxygen incorporation. We should say that this rearrangement happens in regions where oxygen atoms are clustered whereas it keeps its original surface structure otherwise ͓see Fig. 10͑a͔͒ . Note also that the triangular network shown in Fig. 10͑b͒ does not coincide with that of the ͑111͒ face of the Al fcc structure. Upon further exposure, more oxygen atoms arrive to the oxide surface and some oxygen atoms are then pushed to penetrate the next layer. During this time Al atoms leave the sublayer of the substrate and bond with oxygen atoms. This process leads to the transformation of the 2D cluster to a 3D oxide where oxygen atoms are located in tetrahedral sites, surrounded by Al atoms.
After this stage, the development of the oxide structure occurs in a layer-by-layer mode. Oxygen atoms penetrate to the next layer, attracting Al atoms that move from the Alsubstrate layer across the metal-oxide interface to interstitiallike positions. This leads to the formation of a free volume at the interface. This free volume moves laterally on the interface layer ͑and never into the oxide͒ allowing a rearrangement of interfacial atoms forming a free space by which supplementary oxygen atoms can move forward.
We have analyzed the structure of the oxide in terms of Al-O local atomic coordinations determined from the atomic cluster statistics and by using a sphere radius R = 1.2r 0 ͑r 0 is the value of the first peak of the PDF curves͒. We found that, during the early stages, atoms in the oxide have coordination 4 ͓dark gray balls in Fig. 11͑a͔͒ and then a tetrahedral environment. After further exposure time ͑150 ps͒, we continue to observe this tetrahedral environment but mixed with a small amount of five-coordinated atoms. For an exposure time of 300 ps, we see that the structure of the oxide presents a dominant tetrahedral environment in the inner layer and a mixed tetrahedral and octahedral environments in the outer oxide region, as shown by the black balls ͑six-coordinated Al atoms in Fig. 11͒ . Note that the tetrahedral environment is dominant for the three exposure times and that the amount of four-coordinated atoms decreases with time. We have observed that once oxygen and Al atoms form a tetrahedral network, oxygen atoms move towards the metal-oxide interface. Inversely aluminum atoms traverse this layer and form the left part of the oxide, whose structure is different from that close to the metal-oxide interface.
V. DISCUSSION
When cation migration prevails, the basic assumptions of the Cabrera-Mott theory 43 are adopted and inverse logarithmic kinetics are obtained. The reaction rate in this case is not sensitive to oxygen pressure, but should vary with the crystallographic orientation. In our simulations, the results show that both anion, and to a lesser extent, cation migration occur ͑e.g., Fig. 9 in Ref. 33͒ for all the studied temperatures ͑300 to 600 K͒. This movement through the amorphous oxide takes place via extended defects, namely voids in our case. This mechanism is accommodated by cation-lateral migration assisted by free volume diffusion along the interface. We did not observe a noticeable oxygen lateral diffusion, which is in agreement with the room temperature results of Brune et al. 44 and Chakarova et al. 45 The accommodation occurs by reorganization of the local structure to form tetrahedral structured oxide in the nearby metal/oxide interface. This leads to the creation of new local channels at the interface that allow the advance of oxygen atoms and the growth of the oxide film. We have also seen that there is no effect of the crystallographic orientation of the substrate ͑Fig. 2͒. Moreover, in Fig. 7 we observe that the increase of the gas pressure has the effect to speed up the kinetics of growth, which excludes the occurrence of the Cabrera-Mott 43 mode. The present results are in agreement with a kinetic of growth that follows a direct-logarithmic law ͑Fig. 5͒ and are also supported by the presence of the voids in the oxide film. The parabolic law has also been tested and showed a deviation from the growth kinetic curve. This is also in agreement with the general behavior of very thin oxide films. 16, 41 The growth kinetics law given in Eqs. ͑6͒ and ͑7͒ does not take into account the temperature dependency of the structure factor. Moreover, this law does not include any gas pressure effect. Our analysis of the growth kinetic curves for different temperatures and different gas pressures allows us to determine the variation of the parameters involved in the direct-logarithmic law versus temperature and gas pressure. As shown in Fig. 6͑a͒ , the structure factor is a linear function of the temperature and increases with the gas pressure. The function ͓see Eq. ͑4͔͒ is in fact a product between a linear function ͑proportional to ͒ and an Arrhenius function of the temperature as shown in Fig. 6͑b͒ . It depends also on the gas pressure as shown in Fig. 7͑b͒ ͑curve 2͒. The abovementioned result allows us to get a deeper understanding of the growth kinetics of amorphous aluminum oxides, but at this stage we are not able to provide a more general equation including temperature and gas pressure dependencies. Note also that the used gas pressure values are many orders of magnitude higher than what is generally used experimentally, which is not accessible to MD technique. The use of such high values may have a non-negligible influence on the growth kinetic curve and the density of voids in the obtained oxide film.
Sasaki and Ohno, 46 using DFT calculations, found that the bond length is elongated when the oxygen molecule is close to the Al surface. Our results show that dissociation can occur at a distance from the surface X s of about 0.8 to 1.5 Å. The distance between two oxygen atoms, originally from the same molecule, ranges after dissociation from 3 to 9 Å with a distribution peak at ϳ3.4 Å. This distribution has been taken from a ͑111͒ sample with ͑100ϫ100͒ Å 2 -exposed surface to minimize the boundary effects on the O-O interaction. Wahnstrom and co-workers 47, 48 found, using MD simulations of the atomic motion in terms of the effective medium theory, that the O atom must have a kinetic energy of at least 9.5 eV to account for the experimental results of Brune et al. 18 who found a random distribution of single O atoms that is supposed to result from a hyperthermal motion of O atoms. In our simulations, we calculated the kinetic energy of O atoms just after dissociation and found that this energy is generally lower than 1.3 eV and does not fulfill the condition cited above. Our results support the observations in Refs. 47 and 48 and are in contradiction with the results of Brune et al. 18 Note that the observed single oxygen atoms in Fig.  10͑a͒ have neighbors in the perpendicular direction and these neighbors are not always shown since they are out of the selected section of atoms that is very thin ͑ϳ3-Å thick͒. Kiejna et al. 26 have performed DFT calculations to study the stability of the hcp and fcc hollow sites on the Al ͑111͒ surface for oxygen deposition. In our work, we have seen that oxygen atoms are adsorbed on both sites ͑fcc and hcp͒ and that due to the lack of robust statistics we cannot conclude which sites is more favorable. We think that due to thermal fluctuations ͑room temperature experiment͒ and to Al atomic rearrangement around oxygen atoms, the notion of fcc and hcp hollow sites loses its meaning, mainly at intermediate oxygen coverage when oxygen 2D clusters form.
The formation of an oxide compound generally involves exchange of atomic place. 44 This process is usually assumed to occur via penetration of O atoms through the topmost layer of the Al substrate. However, as we saw in this work, this does not occur necessarily through the Al topmost layer. Rather it involves Al atom jumps ͑pulled out of the surface͒ from the topmost layer out of the surface and Al atom jumps from the subsurface layer to an interstitial-like position just below the topmost Al layer ͑Fig. 8͒. Our atomistic observations, for low oxygen coverage, suggest that the oxygen adsorption occurs either within or below the geometrical surface plane ͑the topmost layer͒. This is in partial agreement with the initial stage study of Kravchuk et al. 49 who suggested that the adsorption occurs below the surface plane.
Atomistic observations have shown that oxygen atoms rearrange in ͑1ϫ1͒ groups or islands. In Fig. 10͑a͒ , we have shown an example of a 3-Å-thick section of atoms that show the triangular network formed by Al atoms in the regions containing oxygen atoms. We did not observe any oxygen single atoms as suggested by the abstractive dissociation. Moreover, the structure in Fig. 10͑a͒ shows that individual oxygen adatoms created by disruption of some pairs will finally attach to the already formed pairs or larger groups. This process occurs during the dissociation and is not a diffusion process that takes place separately. When an oxygen molecule approaches the Al surface, the two oxygen atoms start to separate from each other laterally at ϳ1 Å above the Al surface. During this separation they may encounter other oxygen atoms already deposited on the surface and will attach to them, leading eventually to the formation of ͑1ϫ1͒ groups by some atomic rearrangement. This explains the occurrence of groups with three or more O adatoms, as has been observed experimentally by Schmid et al. 19 at room temperature. As mentioned in Sec. IV, the pictures in Fig. 10 are a 2D representation and some distortion in the perpendicular direction is not excluded. Kiejna et al. 26 suggested that the most stable O-͑1 ϫ 1͒ subsurface structure is found in tetrahedral sites below the topmost Al atomic plane. This is in fact an idealized picture since more detailed investigation of these sections of atoms showed that some oxygen atoms are indeed below the topmost Al atomic plane and others are located in the plane. The formation of oxygen ͑1 ϫ 1͒ islands on Al surface at room temperature indicates that the lateral interaction between O atoms is attractive. However, the formation of such islands is not necessarily a result of the lateral oxygen diffusion as suggested by Jeurgens et al. 14 For high values of the gas pressure as in the present case, clusters ͑islands͒ of oxygen atoms are more likely to form during the dissociation of oxygen molecules. This occurs at a distance of 0.8-1.5 Å above the surface, rather than by lateral oxygen diffusion. Indeed, during the dissociation process, oxygen atoms belonging to the same molecule move away from each other when approaching the surface. In particular, when oxygen pairs ͑or Al-O clusters͒ are already present, the O atoms try to deposit directly on the cluster edges as suggested by Kiejna et al. 26 Note also that oxygen molecules arriving on oxidized region of the Al surface do not have a vertical orientation but try rather to be horizontal when approaching the oxygen cluster ͑or pair͒ already adsorbed. This is in contrast to oxygen molecules that arrive vertically on a "clean" region of the Al surface.
Using fixed charge MD simulations, Gutierrez and Johansson 34 have found that the coordination number of the elementary unit of the oxide increases as its density increases. Based upon this observation, they suggested that the tetrahedrally and octahedrally coordinated forms of amorphous alumina found experimentally correspond to different densities. This is in agreement with our simulation results where we found that the proportion of the AlO 6 octahedron over the whole oxide becomes more important when the oxide develops and the density increases. Moreover, the contribution of the AlO 6 octahedron is more important in the outer part of the oxide, which is less dense in comparison to the inner region close to the metal-oxide interface but also more rich in oxygen. In this region, Al atoms are then more likely to have more neighboring O atoms. The AlO 4 tetrahedron are essential to the formation of the amorphous oxide film structure as suggested by Lamparter and Kniep. 23 However, in accord with Campbell et al., 32 we have observed that the AlO 6 octahedron can not be neglected in the building up of the final amorphous structure. Indeed, the presence of this last oxide unit ͑AlO 6 ͒ is more important when the oxide develops mainly in the outer part, which is an oxygenenriched region compared to the overall amorphous oxide composition.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have simulated the oxidation of aluminum-single crystals with low-index surfaces ͓͑100͒, ͑110͒, and ͑111͔͒ between 300 and 600 K and under a gas pressure varying from 9.8ϫ10 +5 Pa to 2.9ϫ10 +6 Pa. Two system sizes were used and no size effect was observed. In the studied temperature/pressure regime, the growth mechanism has been found to be independent of the crystallographic orientation. Oxide films of ϳ3 nm of limiting thickness have been obtained and for films thicker than ϳ2 nm, the structure of the oxide presents a dominant tetrahedral environment in the inner layer and mixed tetrahedral and octahedral environments in the outer region.
The growth kinetic curves obey a direct-logarithmic law beyond a transient regime. In the theory of metal oxidation, this mode is generally associated to a growth mechanism where the oxide film develops by ion migration via mobile voids present in the amorphous oxide structure.
The temperature and gas pressure effects on the growth law have been investigated through the variation of the parameters involved in this growth law ͓Eq. ͑6͔͒ as function of temperature and gas pressure. Our results show that the structural term ͑͒ is a function of both temperature and gas pressure in contrast to what is generally accepted, i.e., a constant. The second term has also been found to be a temperature/gas pressure dependent term ͑Figs. 6 and 7͒.
Atomistic analysis shows that, during the dissociation stage, the oxygen molecule undergoes a rotation prior to its dissociation. The oxygen dissociation starts effectively when the center of mass of the pair is located at a position that ranges between 0.8 and 1.5 Å above the surface and the final separation distance ranges from 3 to 5 Å, and due to atomic rearrangement and oxygen molecular interactions it may reach 9 Å in some cases. During the initial stage, Al atoms rearrange to form a triangular network on the top layer where oxygen atoms occupy the centers of the triangles. This is correlated to the tetrahedral configuration of Al and oxygen atoms.
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